In the pilot study, it was found that PCIs obtained from Vendor 1 data was a good predictor of manual PCIs, while Vendor 2 PCI estimates were consistently higher and more variable than manual PCIs. In general, cracking patterns were better identified than rutting, distortion, patching, raveling and weathering. Differences in PCI estimates may be due not only to the type of distress but also to the severity level.
SECTIONS REPORTING DISTRESS
Many local agencies use manual surveys to collect pavement distress data, and they calculate pavement condition index (PCI) values for use in pavement management. Many of these agencies then use pavement performance curves and trigger values in their decision trees or matrices based on these resulting PCI values and derived parameters as major components of the agencies' pavement management decision support systems. 2. Results on PCI estimates may vary from vendor to vendor. In the pilot study, it was found that PCIs obtained from Vendor 1 data was a good predictor of manual PCIs, while Vendor 2 PCI estimates were consistently higher and more variable than manual PCIs. In general, cracking patterns were better identified than rutting, distortion, patching, raveling and weathering. Differences in PCI estimates may be due not only to the type of distress but also to the severity level.
3. Calibration of distress identification procedures used by automated equipments, and the type of distress being recorded in the survey are two of the main factors that influence the results. Calibration implies to compare PCI estimates from data collected by automated equipments to PCI estimates from manual surveys conducted by experienced raters. It is recommended that three experience raters conduct distress surveys to determine the "ground truth" to be used for calibration. The PCI estimates from experience raters should be subjected to statistical analysis to determine if there is no significant difference among the measurements.
PCI FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS PCI MANUAL VERSUS AUTOMATED
Comparing Vendor 1 and Vendor 2 to ground truth, Vendor 1 PCI was found to be statistically significant as a predictor of ground truth PCI whereas Vendor 2 PCI estimates were consistently higher and more variable than ground truth. The prediction intervals for Vendor 2 were significantly larger than Vendor 1. One of the main reasons for this difference is that Vendor 2 equipment was calibrated only for the three crack type of distresses.
The only distresses that had sufficient information to allow comparisons were Alligator, Longitudinal and AC Patching. In all cases, Vendor 1 was a significant predictor of ground truth. Vendor 2 had significantly larger variability and wider prediction intervals. It is worth to mention that Vendor 1 took images from field and collected the distresses in office by looking at the images while Vendor 2 used its computarized expert systems to analyze crack distresses.
